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Abstract—This paper explores practitioner descriptions of agile method tailoring in large-scale offshore or outsourced enterprise projects. Specifically, tailoring of the scrum master role is investigated. The scrum master acts as a facilitator for software development teams, nurturing adherence to agile practices and removing impediments for team members. But in large projects, scrum masters often work together in geographically distributed teams. Scrum masters use sprint planning to avoid development tasks that overlap team boundaries, coordinate status and effort across teams, and integrate code bases. The study comprises 8 international companies in London, Bangalore and Delhi. Interviews with 46 practitioners were conducted between February 2010 and May 2012. A grounded theory research method was used to identify that the scrum master role comprises six activities: process anchor, stand-up facilitator, impediment remover, sprint planner, scrum of scrums facilitator, and integration anchor. This systematic description of activities in scrum master teams extends our understanding of practitioner perspectives on agile process tailoring in large enterprises. Understanding these activities will help coaches guide large scale agile teams.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the issues of development method tailoring by practitioners in large-scale enterprise software development projects. Managers and development team members are under intense pressure to successfully implement and deploy large-scale projects. Large development programs are challenging and suffer high risks of deadline slippage and cost overruns. For example, software development programs figure prominently in a May 2013 list of UK Government large projects “at risk” of failure [3]. Thus, implementation challenges with large software projects can impede government policy change goals. The term “Agile” is applied to a collection of software development methods including: Dynamic Systems Development Methods (DSDM) [41], Feature Driven Design [10], Crystal [11], Scrum [40], Extreme Programming [8] and more recently Lean Software Development [30].

Research shows that practitioners identify the three most important perceived agile principles as: (1) achievement of customer satisfaction through early and continuous delivery of valuable software, (2) business representative and development team members working together frequently throughout the project, and (3) face-to-face conversations are the most efficient way to convey information to, and within, the development team [14]. These practitioners are in broad agreement with proponents of Agile methods who argue that improved team morale, results in enhanced productivity and that improved responsiveness to customer needs, results in better software quality [1]. While empirical research suggests that agile methods do improve job satisfaction, productivity and customer satisfaction, there can also be challenges with adoption for large development programs [16].

The overall research question for the study is “how do practitioners describe the tailoring of agile method roles and practices in large-scale software development programs?” In particular, this paper focuses on the research question “how do practitioners describe the enhancement and expansion of the scrum master role to meet the needs of large-scale software development programs?” The central role of the scrum master in the development process has been recognised, for example “the scrum master plays the critical role of change agent. It is too risky to have the wrong scrum master” [9].

This research offers novel contributions in two specific areas. Firstly, the research presented here contributes to the literature on tailoring agile methods for use in large software development programs, including five CMMI maturity level 5 accredited offshore software development vendors. Secondly, the research contributes to the emerging use of grounded theory in software engineering. Replicated sampling has been conducted in different research sites. Perspectives on the scrum master role have been triangulated by research participants with different large project stakeholder roles. Qualitative data has been analysed using the grounded theory approach. Thus, this research further contributes an application of grounded theory in software engineering research.

A motivation for the research is to reduce burnout and high levels of staff turn-over by raising awareness of the complex range of scrum master activities. This understanding can be used to target training, clarify work allocation and provide management support for the activities scrum masters actually undertake.

The paper is structured as follows. Firstly, related work in agile software development methods, concentrating on scrum and the scrum master role in particular, is presented. Then the research methods adopted, including the research sites, data collection and data analysis techniques used are described. Next, a presentation of the findings showing how, in practice, companies scale agile methods to large software development programs. In the next section, a discussion of the findings is presented. Finally, there are conclusions and suggestions for future work.
Extreme Programming focuses on engineering practices such as test-driven development and pair programming [8]. Pair programming is where developers work together in a pilot/co-pilot configuration and has been studied extensively [6] [20] [29].

Scrum contrasts with the engineering focus of extreme programming, by focusing on the orchestration and management of agile development projects [39]. Scrum, which was adopted on projects by teams in seven of the companies investigated in this study, is briefly described here.

Managing requirements in large scale projects is complex and difficult [45]. User requirements for the software are often captured, analysed and prioritised in the form of user stories. User stories are brief textual, non-technical descriptions that are readily understood by all project stakeholders. A product owner prioritizes user stories, before the start of each sprint, by carefully considering the strategic needs of clients. Stakeholders, including the scrum master and the development team members, work together to create estimates of the work required to implement each user story often using a consensus-based scoring technique. In the planning phase at the start of each sprint, the development team members decompose each user story into the various technical tasks necessary for implementation. Scrum teams, comprising 7-12 developers, are said to be self-organizing, since they create work estimates and individuals often select user stories (from the prioritized list provided by the product owner) for implementation within that particular sprint [12] [22]. Scrum emphasizes incremental software development using a multidisciplinary “feature” team structure [40]. Feature team members holistically develop end-to-end user story functionality [10]. This contrasts with traditional approaches which hierarchically organize team members around specialist architectural components such as user interface, business logic or persistence layer sub-systems.

In the past, agile proponents argued that agile methods must be implemented in their entirety to achieve their full benefits (for example [8] p. 149). However, the findings presented here suggest this is not always possible in large software development programs.

A. Enterprise Agile

As already discussed, the challenges of scaling agile methods to large international projects have received attention from numerous practitioners [28], [27], [4]. The simultaneous use of agile methods and plan-based methods in large enterprises is also receiving interest from researchers [44]. Large team size, complex business contexts and demanding time constraints can converge to cause a range of threats to productivity in agile projects [20] as the co-existence of plan-based and agile methods increases complexity and impedes involvement of business stakeholders [44]. Large scale projects therefore require a more disciplined approach to software development [5]. There is also evidence that large scale projects can exacerbate communication problems [35].

A scrum of scrums approach has been advocated to accommodate large team size [28]. Several scrum teams are formed, each with a scrum master in the usual way, and each scrum team comprises 7-12 developers. Daily coordination meetings are held within each scrum team, and in addition, the scrum masters attend a coordination meeting across the teams (the scrum of scrums). The scrum of scrums is used to tactically manage and coordinate the progress of iterations through the various scrum teams.

During the scrum of scrums meeting, each scrum master will report: (1) “what my team has done since the last meeting”, (2) “what my team will do between now and the next meeting” and (3) “what impediments that prevent progress my team has encountered or created for others.” Scrum of scrum meetings with too many participants can lack focus and relevance [33] and communication is improved where scrum of scrum meetings are organised around common interests and participant needs.

A meta study of research papers has been conducted in the related area of global software development [25]. In global software development, geographical distribution is often, though not always, an indicator of large scale. The meta-study suggests the most researched agile practices are (1) continuous integration, (2) stand-up meetings, (3) pair programming, (4) retrospectives, (5) scrum of scrums, and (6) test-driven development [24]. Collaboration techniques use by scrum teams include: visits and periods of co-located working, unofficial meetings, training activities and distributed documentation support tools [21]. These communication and collaboration techniques help alleviate sociocultural distance within geographically distributed teams [15].

B. Scrum Master Role

Three roles are defined in the scrum agile process, the: self-organizing development team, scrum master and product owner [40]. The scrum master is the primary interface between the product owner and the software development team [39]. The scrum master is responsible for facilitating the development process, ensuring that the team uses the full range of appropriate agile values, practices and rules. The scrum master conducts daily coordination meetings and removes any impediments that the team encounters [40].

Conventional wisdom suggests that project managers use a command and control style of management, whereas scrum masters focus on leading and coaching [9]. Scrum masters are not line managers for their sprint team members. Further, scrum masters do not assign work items to the members of their team; the teams are self-organising.

Scrum masters facilitate daily coordination meetings. The coordination meetings are used to communicate status of development work within the team and to product owners. The efficiency of daily coordination meetings is often compromised because too many stakeholders attend, or because the meetings are held too frequently to be beneficial for attendees [42].

As agile methods scale to larger projects multiple scrum teams, each with their own scrum master, must be coordinated. This study investigates the scrum master role in large-scale development programs. The contribution of this paper is to systematically articulate the activities undertaken by scrum masters. It is argued that software development processes benefit from enhanced understanding of the range and complexity
of scrum master activities in global software development projects.

### III. Method

Experimental [46] case study [38] and empirical [26] research methods have been advocated for software engineering research. Method selection depends upon the research question or hypothesis being tested. In studying real-world problems, that have a ‘people’ dimension [37], theories can be categorised as explanatory or predictive [36]. Explanatory theories have been used in diverse fields, such as earth science (plate tectonics) and cosmology (Mercury’s orbit deviations). These fields share insurmountable practical difficulties in constructing experiments to falsify hypotheses. Explanatory theory has itself been categorised as descriptive or analytical [19]. Grounded theory is a method for deriving explanatory theories from empirical evidence [18] and is emerging as a method used in information systems [43] and software engineering [22]. Grounded theory has been used to investigate customers in agile projects using extreme programming [31] and activities in co-located self-organizing scrum teams in small and medium sized companies [23]. While Bass, investigates large-scale development programs but specifically focuses on product owner teams [7]. This research uses a qualitative, grounded theory, approach to investigate software engineering practice comprising 8 international companies and semi-structured interviews with 46 practitioners.

#### A. Research Sites

The companies, which were selected from a population of large enterprises, are engaged in (typically both) outsourced and off-shore software development projects. The selected companies have head offices in Germany, India and USA although the research sites were exclusively in UK and India due to researcher travel budget constraints. The two largest companies have turnover of almost €8 billion and over US $1.5 billion. The interviews were conducted in Bangalore, India (January 2010 and April 2011), London, UK (February 2010) and Delhi, India (May 2012). Altogether, there were 46 practitioner interviews at 8 international companies, as shown in Table 1. The companies investigated were involved in either off-shoring (companies B and F) or outsourcing (companies A, C, D, E, G and H). Off-shoring is typically motivated by a desire to access and cultivate specialist technical skills from around the world. Both off-shoring and outsourcing are thought to offer lower cost skills than in-house onshore staff members. All the projects shown in Table 1 are intended for revenue generation. None of the projects are internal IT infrastructure projects.

Company B, for example, is a well known Internet business. Company B retains an in-house development capability in California but has built a development team in India (as well as elsewhere) to reduce costs while also attracting a wide range of specialist skills. Company F, in contrast, has interests broadly in the industrial products space. Company F has headquarters in Europe but also has research and development centres in India and in other territories. These global enterprises allocate work, according to the concentration of expertise, to specialist groups within the enterprise. This helps to avoid duplication of competencies within the organization. The selected IT Services companies (companies A, C, D, G and H) are all well-known vendors in the world-wide software and/or IT service outsourcing sector.

The process used to select companies for the research study comprised two phases: (1) snowball sampling technique ([34] pg. 237; [32] pg. 37) followed by (2) intensity sampling ([34] pg. 234). Initially, former co-workers and other professional contacts provided access to the first study participants. Those participants then provided access to development teams in other companies. This early, more exploratory, phase of the study focused on replicated interviews from a broad range of Companies (companies A, B, C, F and G). Snowball sampling gave access to a range of project teams and stakeholders with different perspectives. Company C, for example, exclusively use agile software development methods. Companies E and G,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Company Sector</th>
<th>Interviewee Job Titles</th>
<th>Interview Dates</th>
<th>Interviewee Projects and Programs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Company A, Bangalore</td>
<td>IT Service Provider</td>
<td>Program Manager</td>
<td>January 2010</td>
<td>Customer Relationship Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Senior Project Manager</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Team Member</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company B, Bangalore</td>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>Engineering Manager</td>
<td>January 2010</td>
<td>Web Mail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Product Manager</td>
<td></td>
<td>Web Calendar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company C, Bangalore</td>
<td>Software Service Provider</td>
<td>Development Manager</td>
<td>January 2010</td>
<td>Rail Booking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company D, Bangalore</td>
<td>Software Service Provider</td>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>January 2010</td>
<td>Marketing Campaign Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Offshore Provider to Company E)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Product Owner</td>
<td></td>
<td>Customer Relationship Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scrum Master (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>QA Lead Team Member</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company E, London</td>
<td>Enterprise CRM</td>
<td>Program Manager</td>
<td>February 2010</td>
<td>Ranking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marketing Campaign Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Director of Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td>Customer Relationship Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company F, Bangalore</td>
<td>Industrial Products</td>
<td>Scrum Master</td>
<td>April 2011</td>
<td>Healthcare Instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company G, Bangalore</td>
<td>IT Service Provider</td>
<td>Engagement Manager</td>
<td>April 2011</td>
<td>Media Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company H, Delhi</td>
<td>IT Service Provider</td>
<td>Chief Technology Officer</td>
<td>May 2012</td>
<td>Airline Customer Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Corporate Lead Architect</td>
<td></td>
<td>Flight Booking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>General Manager Human Resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Delivery/Program Manager (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Project/Senior Project Manager (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scrum Master (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Technical Analyst/Consultant/Specialist (6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Team Member (9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Business Analyst</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I. Participating Companies, Industry Sectors and Interviewee Job Titles**
On the other hand, provided some agile sceptics with negative experiences to report.

Later in the study, intensity sampling was used to obtain greater richness and depth in the study by targeting a larger number of interview participants with different responsibilities in the same company or software development program. The interviews at Company H, and Companies D and E provided triangulated perspectives from developers, QAs (quality assurance, testers), project management, program management and corporate-level executives. These differing perspectives implement the intensity sampling technique ([34] pg. 234).

To summarize, research sites were selected to provide replication using snowball sampling in the early phase of the study. Then intensity sampling was used in the later phase to enhance both depth and richness; hence increasing data reliability through participant triangulation.

Using both snowball and intensity sampling is a combination sampling approach which provides methodological triangulation to the sample selection. Combination sampling was used to provide a snapshot of participant perspectives but also the underlying motivation for these software development practices. It is difficult to assess practitioners motivation for selecting software development practices using other research methods such as surveys for example.

**B. Data Collection**

Documentary sources were used to support the study. Access to certain commercially confidential corporate agile development method process guidelines was obtained. These corporate guidelines outline: agile practices, roles, policies and recommended techniques. Some documentation produced for specific software development programs, such as design and architecture documents, has also been investigated. Publicly available and web hosted marketing materials were also reviewed. These included white papers, technical reports, case studies and descriptions of vendor capabilities designed to inform potential customers. On-site visits enabled first-hand observation of working practices and work place environments. Some secure work environments were visited. Coordination meetings (stand-up meetings) were observed (at Companies C, D and H) for both co-located and distributed scrum teams. This enabled investigation of arrangements for distributed scrum coordination meetings using both video- and audio-conferencing technologies. Various informal, sometimes off-site, discussions with executives, project management and development team members were conducted.

The primary data used in the study were from face-to-face recorded interviews. Interviews were conducted with 46 practitioner interviewees, with recordings professionally transcribed and reviewed. The duration of interviews was between 40 and 75 minutes each and was typically 50 to 60 minutes. An open-ended interview guide approach was used to conduct and structure the interviews. An example of the semi-structured interview guide used in this research is presented in Appendix 1. Probing questions were used to encourage interviewees to provide more detail. The interviews were open-ended because respondents were given opportunities to raise any topics, issues and concerns they wished outside the scope of scripted interview questions. Interviews were typically conducted in small meeting rooms exclusively booked for interview purposes on the company premises.

**C. Data Analysis**

Initially, the audio interviews and corresponding verbatim transcripts were carefully reviewed to ensure consistency. The transcript text was then imported into a qualitative data analysis software tool, in this case NVivo V9 [2].

Grounded theory is an approach for inductively generating novel theoretical ideas from data. The new theories arise from the data and are thus said to be grounded. The grounded theory analysis began with identification of concepts within the interview data [18]. The interview concepts were coded and then compared within and between interviewees. The constant comparison analysis technique is used to explore homogeneity and heterogeneity within the interview data. These interview concepts were then iteratively grouped and refined into selected categories. Thus, interview concepts were combined to create categories which were then themselves coded, listed and compared within and between interviewees.

1) **Field Notes and Memo Writing:** During data collection, a series of field notes were produced. These informal notes recorded interesting issues arising during the interviews, such as apparent contradictions, areas of possible uncertainty and striking examples of emergent topics. These field notes were extended during the data analysis with descriptions of selected categories. These notes describing categories are examples of memo writing during which categories are identified, refined and sharpened [17, Chapter 12]. The memos were used to keep track of the emerging theory; and they evolved and changed during the analysis as new transcript data was added.

2) **Open Coding:** Open coding was conducted on a sentence-by-sentence basis of the interview transcripts. Short descriptive phrases were used as codes and, during the early stages of analysis, were hand-written on to hard copies of the transcripts. This approach provided a quick and easy way to identify and collate the initial codes. The codes at this stage were tentative and evolved quickly. Subsequently, as the volume of interview transcript data increased, the coding process was formalised and the data analysis software tool, NVivo, was employed [2].

3) **Constant Comparison:** Constant comparison was used to refine and sharpen the categories emerging from data in this research. The codes from each interview were compared with each other at two key levels: firstly, within the same organisation or project team; and secondly, with outside organisations and teams. The codes were honed over time using constant comparison. For example, “scrum of scrums master” was a coding category early in the analysis, but this was later refined into the two codes “scrum of scrum coordinator” and “integration anchor” as more detailed transcript data emerged from the intensity sampling stage.

In summary, data analysis emerged from a process of iteration involving memo writing, open coding and constant comparison. Early topics, identified using line-by-line analysis of the transcript data, were recorded in memos. These topics were subsequently refined and sharpened through constant comparison within and between interview transcripts. As the
volume of interview data increased the topics became discrete categories. The categories form the basis of the grounded theory which is described next.

IV. FINDINGS

The main contribution of this paper is to develop a grounded theory from practitioner descriptions of scrum master role tailoring. Enterprise software development projects are characterized by large work volumes, short deadlines and entrenched organizational structures. These constraints lead to tailored agile approaches. The research identifies six scrum master activities used to scale-up agile methods to large international projects.

What does a scrum master actually do? The scrum method was used by 15 project teams in 7 of the companies in this study. The scrum master activities identified in this research are described next. The presentation of this data follows the grounded theory approach advocated in [43] and used in [22].

A. Process Anchor: the process anchor mentors team members in scrum method use

Perhaps the most important activity for a scrum master is the process anchor activity, which is to own and disseminate the scrum process within the development team. The scrum method comprises a set of roles (such as scrum master and product owner), policies (such as sprint duration and definition of ‘done’) and practices (such as customer demonstration and retrospective). The process anchor helps development teams make policy decisions about their use of scrum. In company H, for example, a “basic purpose of a scrum master is [to ensure] that the team follows agile principles and practices” (Scrum Master, Company H). In Company B, for example, scrum comprises “stand-up meetings, retrospection meetings, following backlogs closely and tracking things like that” (Product Manager, Company B). Scrum masters lead and mentor team members. A scrum master in company F said “the key actually is the mentor, [who] has to remove all the insecurity feelings from every individual, [and] has to ensure that it is not about individuals, it is about team” (Scrum Master, Company F).

A customer demonstration is conducted at the end of each sprint. The purpose of the customer demonstration is to make refinements to the product in the light of client feedback. For example, “when we are getting feedback [from the client], we have to change the product” (Scrum Master, Company H). The retrospective in scrum is used to reflect on the previous sprint and identify lessons learned. In company H, “we have a sprint retrospective after the end of every sprint” (Scrum Master, Company H) and during the retrospective “we just wanted to be sure what has been wrong, what was good, [and] what can be improved” (Scrum Master, Company H).

Agile methods advocate multidisciplinary teams comprising analysis, developers and testers. For example, at company H “we have a scrum master and we have four or five people team in one Agile team” (Project Manager, Company H) within the team are “a group of, let’s say, five to six developers, a test analyst, and a scrum master going into a team” (Test Analyst, Company H). In another project in company H, “team size is eight, we have one scrum master, one or two C++ developers, depending upon the task and two or three Java developers, one test analyst and one business analyst” (Senior Developer, Company H).

Scrum masters accommodate agile method tailoring due to geographically distributed work allocation. This includes unusual scrum coordination meeting arrangements, such as “we had to do the scrum calls twice [a day] instead of once. One India versus the US, the other one India versus Europe.” (Engagement Manager, Company G). An onshore client is typical in offshore development projects “onshore at the client site [we have a] proxy product owner representing our team. [The proxy product owner] is interacting with [the client’s] project team lead and technical product owner. Then we have the actual [client] product owner, so there is a hierarchy. Scrum master and team is in India; and project stream lead, technical product owner and proxy product owner are [onshore]” (Project Manager, Company H).

The process anchor scrum master activity is responsible for ensuring scrum practices and processes are adopted by team members. They facilitate sprints, contributing to policy decisions and selection of scrum practices. Scrum masters lead and mentor self-organising team members.

B. Stand-up Facilitator: the stand-up facilitator conducts coordination meetings within a team

In scrum, team members communicate their status and activities using a daily coordination meeting, the eponymous scrum. The coordination meetings are used to report to product owners (and perhaps other stakeholders outside the team) the current status of development work during the sprint. As one development manager said, “the day starts with a stand up, which happens at a pre-defined time, which the team agrees upon on...I would say it kind of kick-starts the day for everybody.” (Development Manager, Company C).

The agenda of the coordination meeting is defined in scrum as three questions: ‘what did you do yesterday?’, ‘what are you going to do today?’ and ‘are you facing any impediments?’ For example, a scrum master said “you are supposed to say what I did yesterday, what I’m going to do today, and what are my blocking issues” (Scrum Master, Company F). The scrum coordination meeting is used to facilitate communication within the team, as a developer at company H said “I should know what others are doing” (Senior Software Developer, Company H).

The coordination meetings are often conducted standing up, to minimize the meeting duration. A common policy is to try to limit the scrum duration to 15 minutes. For example, “stand-ups are usually 15 minutes” (Scrum Master, Company D) and “15 minute stand-up, we do every day” (Project Manager, Company H).

Scrum practitioners keep track of user stories that are completed and tested. These completed tasks should be monitored on a burn down chart. For example, “every day we have stand-up during which we burn down the number of hours which has been estimated initially” (Scrum Master, Company H). When the development activity and testing is complete the
The product owner liaises with stakeholders to identify and select the most important requirements for inclusion in each sprint. Sprint planning is then conducted at the start of the each iteration. The scrum master provides technical support to the product owner, who will have business skills but may not have technical expertise. For example, at Company D “my product owner is completely a business analyst. He might not be aware of some technical aspects of the project” (Scrum Master, Company D). The scrum master plays an important role in reviewing the product backlog for technical dependencies. The technical dependencies might suggest a sequence for implementing user stories. Technical dependencies between tasks are identified “say task six is dependent on task five, so it cannot start before the other task can finish. So we specify exact dates for those tasks” (Product Manager, Company B). Thus, while product owners prioritise using business need as the main criterion, scrum masters look at prioritisation from a technical dependency perspective.

Requirements, in scrum, are usually managed in the form of user stories. Scrum masters coordinate the decomposition of requirements into technical tasks, during sprint planning. In turn, these tasks are decomposed in smaller technical activities, for example “we need to break any tasks into sub-tasks” (Product Manager, Company B).

Precise planning and estimation ensures that all user stories included in an iteration are fully implemented and tested. Scrum masters coordinate team members as they perform detailed estimates of the work required to implement user stories. For example, the “scrum master sits with the team to do the estimation of all the user stories” (Project Manager, Company H) and “we check whether we have the capacity to do those stories or not. We do the planning, we do the estimates” (Scrum Master, Company H). In company B, team members “have to come with effort estimates and say that, ‘Yeah, I can comfortably take [that task] up, I understand the dependencies and I can finish it in three days or five days.’ No manager goes back and tells the engineers that [their estimate is too long]” (Product Manager, Company B). Since the team are contributing to task estimation they feel a greater sense of ownership to their estimates. For example, “by choice people are committing to something, generally you are able to meet whatever you have signed up for” (Product Manager, Company B).

In large scale projects, some team members use time during the current sprint to plan for the next sprint. For example, in company H “the [scrum] team is developing the second sprint, the QA, BA, scrum master and product owner are discussing the third sprint” (Scrum Master, Company H).

However, sometimes some user stories are incomplete at the end of an iteration. For example, if “some part of [the sprint] is left, it goes again into the product backlog” (Scrum Master, Company H). This may happen because a team is inexperienced in the business domain or is using a new technology. Placing any incomplete user stories into the product backlog allows a re-prioritisation of both new and incomplete user stories.

In a scrum of scrums context, sprint planning is required to avoid interference between the development activities of different teams. An important tactic is to ensure different teams are given distinctive responsibilities. For example “we have a strategy team. Then, we have another, infrastructure team” (Scrum Master, Company H). The user stories are assigned to the corresponding scrum team, by asking if this user story is a strategic initiative or is it infrastructure? In this project, in
company H, for example "Then, the [user] story is assigned to the [appropriate] scrum master" (Scrum Master, Company H). The work of the scrum teams is differentiated in this situation. According to one project manager, "[the teams are] working on different areas. So they will not be hitting each other’s area" (Project Manager, Company H). In another case, one team is focused on fixing bugs and issues with the existing codebase. For example "there is one support team which actually works on problem requests and change requests" (Project Manager, Company H). Scrum masters check the assignment of user stories to minimise interference between different teams.

Co-located scrum teams are always considered desirable. Sometimes in large projects this is not possible. A manager at Company G said, “I worked with Europe, US and India together. So definitely it’s a challenge” (Engagement Manager, Company G). One project, at Company H,

"was based on two locations, the android application was being dealt with from Bangalore office and rest of the iOS, iPhone thing was being done from here [Delhi]. So there were two scrum masters involved” (Scrum Master, Company H),

In company G, “we were in a situation where we had the product people in a different time zone. Then we had the testing people in another different time zone” (Engagement Manager, Company G).

In summary, scrum masters contribute to sprint planning by providing technical support to product owners, ensuring user stories are correctly prioritised and assigned to teams.

E. Scrum of Scrums Facilitator: the scrum of scrums facilitator conducts coordination meetings between teams

Development team size increases in order to deliver larger software systems within required deadlines. For the purpose of this study, large is defined as at least 25 developers engaged for a duration of three months or more. However, the scrum method recommends small development teams. It follows that large development teams need to be divided into smaller teams for compliance with scrum. For example, “the entire [client] team is divided into two sub-teams. One is called the red team; the other is called the blue team. The red team has their own scrum master; the blue team has their own Scrum Master” (Developer, Company D). A similar approach is followed in even larger projects, for example “say I have a big project, 100 members’ project, where there are scrum teams with 10 members so we have 10 scrum masters” (Engagement Manager, Company G).

The ‘scrum of scrums’ approach is used to coordinate the activities of scrum teams working together on a large project. The term ‘scrum of scrums’ specifically refers to a coordination meeting comprising the scrum masters and product owners from each team working together on related projects. On one project in company H, for example, scrum of scrum coordination meetings are attended by “all the scrum masters and all the proxy product owners” (Project Manager, Company H).

Frequency and attendance tailoring of the scrum of scrums coordination meetings was found in this study. Teams did not always find it attractive to conduct the scrum of scrums daily. Two projects at company H, convened their scrum of scrums coordination meetings less often; either weekly or bi-weekly. In company B, selected team members from each scrum team are seconded to attend scrum coordination meetings in another team a few times each week. A product manager, says “[members of another team] become part of the sprint stand-ups at least a couple of days in a week” (Project Manager, Company B). Thus, coordination meeting frequency is adjusted to make good use of everyone’s time.

Another tailoring approach is to reduce the number of coordination meeting attendees. In some projects, the work of many stakeholders needs to be coordinated because of the high level of coupling between requirements within the project. At company H “the internal scrum of scrums meetings, [comprised] scrum masters, onsite designers, and BAs [business analysts] as well” (Scrum Master, Company H). However, coordination between loosely couple aspects of a project is not an efficient use of resources. On a different project, at company H “there were 25 people on the same [scrum of scrums] status call. That was not making sense. So, we tailor [such] that [only] important stakeholders will be involved on a daily scrum [of scrums] call. So, we have a daily scrum call which is basically useful for everyone” (Scrum Master, Company H).

Scrum masters also have to facilitate unusual combinations of scrum team co-location and geographical distribution. Some enterprises find it attractive to adopt a mix of onshore and offshore development activity. The project team deployment reflects the technical skills available at different locations. On one project in Company H the client operated scrum teams both onshore and offshore. A team member explained, “we do scrum of scrums offshore, and we do scrum of scrums onshore as well” (Technical Analyst, Company H). In that project a hierarchy of staff members manage requirements. The scrum master said, “we have a product manager [onshore] who sends the backlog to the [onshore] scrum master. The [onshore] scrum master sends us across [the backlog]” (Scrum Master, Company H), and “here in offshore we have two teams. So we have basically two leads at offshore who will be coordinating with the scrum master at onshore” (Scrum Master, Company H). Thus, process tailoring in this project results in the two offshore scrum masters receiving requirements from an onshore scrum master. The onshore scrum master is coordinating onshore and offshore teams. The procedure is intended to reduce interference between the software under development by the different teams. However, co-located offshore scrum of scrum teams were found more frequently in this study.

To summarise, scrum masters facilitate large agile projects by supporting a scrum of scrums approach. In scrum of scrums coordination meetings, scrum masters ensure stakeholders are fully utilized by adjusting the composition and frequency of scrum of scrum meetings.

F. Integration Anchor: the integration anchor facilitates amalgamation of software elements

Code integration is seen as a challenging and important issue, for example in company H,

integration is the big issue in these type of environments because most team members work on the
same type of files. … We have time slots [in each iteration] for integration because there would be a lot of merge issues. (Scrum Master, Company H)

This scrum master is explaining that they allocate time within their sprints to allow time to resolve conflicts between code modules that are being integrated. Similarly, “as a scrum master, the challenges were… code synchronizing problems” (Scrum Master, Company D). On large projects, scripts and software tools are used to manage integration. In company H,

If a new story is being developed, we document the integration scripts which should be [included] to ensure the functionality of that particular piece is being covered. (Scrum Master, Company H)

It is this scrum master’s responsibility to ensure these integration scripts are prepared. Scrum masters coordinate between teams when there are code conflicts between them. At company H for example,

“there are a number of teams. So sometimes it happens that one of the teams is working on a particular piece of code and the other team is doing some other piece of code which impacts this one” (Technical Analyst, Company H).

Where possible these task conflicts are avoided by sprint planning. When task conflicts occur the scrum of scrums coordination meeting is used to surface the issues. Scrums masters then cooperate to minimise the interference.

In company D, version control tools are use to support integration,

We have a repository where we put in all our code. There are two areas there, ones called the private branch; the others called the trunk…[when] you’ve done your development, you’ve done your testing, you’ve done your integration, everything is fine and the code is ready in the private branch, we move it to the trunk (Scrum Master, Company D)

The scrum masters need to ensure that the team members perform that activity consistently and reliably. The presence of multiple scrum teams (whether co-located or geographically distributed) leads to the problem of integrating the code bases under development within the team and by the different teams. One approach is to merge code bases for each release, for example “we take their code base merge into our one and give [a single release] to QA” (Product Manager, Company B). Another approach is to prevent updates ahead of customer demonstrations. A code freeze period allows a team time to handle merge issues, for example “no team members would be allowed to check in any code. The branch would be blocked by that particular team” (Project Manager, Company H). In summary, scrum masters facilitate a code integration process. Code from multiple teams is integrated into a single code base prior to release.

V. DISCUSSION

The project teams in this research viewed scrum masters as central to successful scrum project outcomes. This research confirms previous literature which advocates that scrum masters own the scrum process (process anchor) monitor team status (Stand-up facilitator) and remove impediments (impediment remover) [40], [39]. The sprint planner, scrum of scrums facilitator and integration anchor activities are mainly concerned with scaling scrum to large projects. The scrum of scrums has been advocated to scale scrum to large projects [28], but the scrum master role has not been articulated in detail. The detailed description of scrum master activities presented in this research has not been found elsewhere in the literature.

This research did not find evidence of the approach used in Nokia Siemens Networks where line manager and scrum master roles were combined [9]. In contrast, the projects in this study used separate line managers responsible for career objective setting and project managers for assigning staff to teams. This may be because the teams in this study were more mature, in terms of their adoption of the scrum method.

This research also found evidence supporting earlier findings that the efficiency of daily coordination meetings is often compromised [42]. Efficiency is compromised because too many stakeholders attend, or because the meetings are held too frequently to be beneficial for attendees. The teams in this study made efforts to reduce the frequency of scrum of scrums meetings to address this concern. Also, stakeholders were selected based on their interest in specific product feature themes to maximise meeting relevance for all attendees.

Teams in this study confirmed the findings of previous research that suggest senior management support is helpful for agile adoption. However, our findings did not find evidence of the approach used at Unisys Cloud Engineering where senior officers occupy scrum masters roles [13]. Rather, our findings show that scrum masters were selected from a pool of experienced and respected development team leaders.

VI. LIMITATIONS

Three tests have been identified for establishing the quality of descriptive empirical social research: construct validity, external validity and reliability [47]. Construct validity is ensured by using multiple sources of evidence and ensuring a chain of evidence. Specific perspectives on scrum master activities have been triangulated through interviews with both development team members and product owners as well as with scrum masters themselves. In fact, interviewees have also included corporate-level executives that can offer additional perspectives on the scrum master role. A chain of evidence has been ensured by including verbatim quotations from interviewees in the findings section of the paper. The grounded theory approach was used to analyse the transcript data and create the activity categories. However, transcript quotations maintain the chain of evidence to original sources; the interviewees themselves. The construct validity has also been tested by obtaining feedback on an early draft of this paper from Company H.

External validity can be achieved through study replication. Multiple sources of evidence have been achieved by conducting replicated studies at eight companies with large studies at Companies H and E (along with their offshore service provider Company D). However, the findings and conclusions presented here should not be generalized to small and medium sized companies. Smaller companies work under profoundly
different commercial pressures with different quality assurance responsibilities.

Reliability is achieved by minimizing errors and biases in the study. The study uses an open-ended semi-structured interview guide. The interview guide acts as a script guiding data collection and ensuring consistency between interviews. An example open-ended semi-structured interview guide is presented in Appendix 1.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

This paper explores large-scale enterprise software development programs using practitioner descriptions of agile method tailoring. Specifically tailoring of the scrum master role has been systematically investigated using the grounded theory research method. Grounded theory is a technique, in software engineering research, for exploring complex real-world settings.

Six activities performed by scrum masters have been identified and described: process anchor, stand-up facilitator, impediment remover, sprint planner, scrum of scrum facilitator and integration anchor. The process anchor nurtures adherence to agile methods. The stand-up facilitator ensures that team members share status and impediment information during each sprint. The impediment remover ensures developers can make progress with their work. The sprint planner supports the user story triage and workload planning that occurs prior to development work starting in each sprint. The scrum of scrum facilitator coordinates work with the other scrum masters in the development program. The integration anchor facilitates the merging code bases developed by cooperating teams working in parallel.

The sprint planner, scrum of scrums facilitator and integration anchor scrum master activities help scale agile methods to large programs in the CMMI maturity level 5 accredited companies investigated. Further, scrum masters can specialize by assigning these activities within a scrum master group. The scrum master activities offer important resources for tailoring agile methods in large scale development programs. Knowledge of these activities can help management provide training, support and mentoring for scrum masters. Managers that understand the complex range of activities undertaken by scrum masters can mitigate burnout and high staff turnover by offering targeted training and support resources.

Further research would be desirable to investigate how scrum masters coordinate testing within self-organizing development teams. Preliminary results from this research show that scrum masters play a role in test planning and management. A follow-up study would be worthwhile to explore this aspect of agile process tailoring in large-scale offshore or outsourced enterprise projects.
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Interview Guide, Agile Method Tailoring, May 2012

Agile Processes

• What agile methods and practices are you using?
• Would you describe agile methods as being successful for you? In what ways?
• What challenges have you encountered with agile methods?

Scaling to Enterprise Projects

• Describe any software tools or technologies you use to support agile methods?
• Have you adapted agile methods because of the geographical distribution of the team?
• Have you adapted agile methods because the client organisation was geographically distributed?
• Have you adapted agile methods because of a particularly large team?
• Have you used agile methods in a context with demanding regulatory compliance? What adaptations did you make?
• Have you used agile methods in a particularly complex domain context? What adaptations did you make?
• Have you used agile methods on a particularly technically complex project? What adaptations did you make?
• Have you used agile methods with an especially complex range of stakeholder relationships?
• What adaptations did you make?
• Have you adapted agile methods for use on a strategically important enterprise architecture programme?

Future Perspectives

• What future trends do you foresee in your use of agile methods?
• If there was one thing you could change about the way agile methods are used at [Company H] what would it be?
• What advice would you give to improve transitioning to offshore agile?

Any other comments

• Do you have any further comments on agile methods?

About Your Project(s)

Now I want to ask some questions about you and your project. These details will be kept confidential.

• What project are you working on currently? How many projects?
• How is the project team structured (for management purposes)?
• How is the project team organised geographically?
• What is the project domain? What is the project purpose?
• How large is the project in terms of team size? In terms of value?